Neuro-2a cell-based assay for toxicity equivalency factor - proposal and evaluation in Chilean contaminated shellfish samples.
There are two official PSP detection methods (mouse bioassay and HLPC-FLD) and a number of alternative methods. Ethical considerations have led to regulations being adopted in some countries that limit or prohibit the application of mouse bioassay. Analytical methodologies (e.g. HPLC-FLD or LC-MSMS) have the disadvantages of not being able to detect new toxins or analogues or reflecting the overall toxicity of the sample. In addition, they require highly trained personnel and expensive equipment, which are not always available. In this work, we have evaluated a method based on the Neuro-2a cell-based assay to detect substances that inhibit voltage-dependent sodium channels (Manger's method). We tested PSP standards and natural samples contaminated with PSP. Here we demonstrate that the adapted Manger's method is suitable for calculating Toxicity Equivalency Factors (TEF) for STX-analogues. The method was shown to be useful for screening contaminated natural samples in concentrations above the regulatory limit for these toxins (80 μg STX equivalents/100 g shellfish). We were able to detect PSP in 19 natural mollusc samples from South Chile despite the presence of other marine toxins. These preliminary results suggest that the method could be used as a first step in screening programmes.